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Romney Marsh Run
Dave Masters’ 1913 Veloce and Maggi Masters’ 1925 EL3 Velocette
At St Mary in the Marsh. Picture: Dave Masters

A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
http://www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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Hello everyone,

Tel: 01293 771446

The AGM seems a long way off, but do consider putting yourself
forward for one of the Club Secretary roles. In effect, the current role
will be shared between three people so will not be so onerous; please
do consider supporting your Club.
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I am sent lots of lovely photos but when you are sending them in,
please try to email high resolution photos, or a link to an online version
of the photos. Also, do try to weed out any that aren’t suitable, such as
motorcycles covered with coats or obscured by trailers, but mainly keep ‘em coming!
All the best, Julie.

Pinhard Trophy

Tony Lloyd

Once again we are seeking nominations for one of the UK’s most prestigious motorcycling
awards - The Pinhard Trophy which is in the gift of The Sunbeam MCC.
This award has been presented since 1950 to the best Under-21 year-old sporting
motorcyclist competing under ACU or SACU jurisdiction.
Last year's winner was Joe Francis; previous winners are an honours roll of motorcycling
greats over the last 60 years who have excelled in all spheres of the sport including Mike
Hailwood, Jeff Smith, Brian Martin, Roy Peplow, Dan Shorey, Scott Ellis, Alexz Wigg and a
host of others who have gone on to be national and international household names.
The Trophy is a huge two-gallon cup together with a retention replica Tankard. Sunbeam
MCC awards the trophy in memory of Frederick William Pinhard who died in 1948 whilst
serving as Secretary of the Club.
All sections of the ACU together with the Scottish-ACU are invited to submit entries as well
as anyone who feels personally eligible to make an entry. Entries can be for active competitors
or administrators under-21 at the beginning of November 2014.
I would welcome suggestions from Club Members for suitable entrants which I could follow
up. Editors of leading motorcycle periodicals are invited as judges together with General
Secretary of the ACU and three officials from Sunbeam MCC, Ian McGill, Chris Mawer and
Joan Westbrook.
Entry Forms, Regulations and a List of previous winners are available on the club website.

sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk

Vice Presidents
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, P Donaldson, I D McGill, B M Staple
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Trials Expenditure

Baz Staple

In the last Club News under the above heading Roy Plummer made the point that over the
past 16 years the trials side of the club had made a loss of some £2000. Whilst I do not
dispute the figure, I do wish to point out that over the past three years we have reviewed
our club policy in that all events, Trials and Veteran and Vintage, should show a small to
reasonable profit.
Of the yearly membership subscriptions, some 75% gets swallowed up by the printing and
distributing of the excellent Club News. It is therefore essential that events show a profit to
cover our other general administration expenses. The policy has been largely successful
across the board on all our events and all our organisers, both Trials and Veteran and Vintage
should be congratulated on seeing the light.
Since the club has decided to hand over the running of the Southern Experts to another club,
we nowadays run three well run and supported trials. The Gordon Jackson, the Gingerbeards
and the Greybeards. The last two having been run on the last weekend of August on the same
ground but appropriate to different types of rider and these two trials are reporting a decent
profit.
I’m not crossing swords with Roy’s historic analysis but I just wish to explain today’s policy
and wish to support all events and the organisers who do a splendid and sometimes thankless
task and wish to see our only remaining off road sporting aspect of this ancient club continue
to operate and prosper.

Future of the Pioneer Run

Ian McGill

I think that our members are justly proud of the Pioneer Run, so why is it so difficult to get
volunteers to help at Madeira Drive? Members are very quick to ask for a car park ticket and
paddock passes but unwilling to help; why?
We urgently need a team of four to six people at 8.30am in Brighton to assist erecting the
club marquee, and help packing it away at 4.00pm after the event.
This is a focal point on the sea front, it does not require a lot of physical strength, just a little
application!
We also need Marshals, hopefully about 20, who will direct riders to the parking area and
ensure safety at all times.
Programme sellers are also required, they must be prepared to ‘SELL’ not just walk up and
down with a handful of programmes, spectators need persuading to part with their money, not
just have a free day out at our expense, programme selling is where we expect to recover the
cost of the event.
Please do not let the Pioneer Run go the same way as the Southern Experts Trial by
ignoring the issue and walking away.
The 2015 Pioneer Run will be the 11th that I have organised, I do not expect or need help
with that, although a competent person to seek sponsorship and advertising in the programme
could possibly be a help, and lighten my load, but the main gripe is getting volunteers to
Brighton on the day, we have just about got sufficient help at Epsom now we can call on the
ACU Marshals Group and our usual band of helpers.
Without more help in 2015, I shall have to consider my position as organiser.
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Club Secretary Role

Baz Staple

From the next AGM on 7th March 2015 Ian McGill wishes to stand down from the position of
Club Secretary, but he will retain the post of Company Secretary and Secretary of the Meeting
for the Pioneer Run and the Graham Walker Memorial Run. Thus the remaining duties could
be split into two categories of Club Minutes Secretary and Club Events Secretary.
As currently visualised, the split would be as shown below; both positions require computer
literacy and an internet connection.
Minutes Secretary
Produce minutes from the four annual Board Meetings, plus the AGM which are all held at the
Peacock Lodge, New Chapel near East Grinstead.
Download pre-reports from committee members and circulate before the meeting.
Report any items of interest from meetings to the Club News Editor.
Plan dates for forward meetings and book venue.
Prepare Agenda and circulate.
Events Secretary
Liaise with each Secretary of Meeting for Veteran and Vintage and Trials for the next year’s
dates, avoiding clashes with other major events and autojumbles.
All these dates have to be available by end August for submission to Classic Motor Cycle,
Classic Bike and OBM. These dates also need to be presented to the ACU South East Centre
for agreement.
Liaise with ACU Rugby and South Eastern Centre when necessary.
Liaise with Secretary of Meetings over correct procedure in accordance with club policy. (There
is already available a set of pro forma entry forms and regulations, plus other instructions.)
Write letters as required to individuals and other clubs and organisations.

New Secretary of Meeting Needed for 2016 Ixion Cavalcade

Dave Masters

Maggi and Dave Masters have enjoyed staging the annual Ixion Cavalcade in Bexhill on Sea,
but next year will be the last with Dave as SoM. Dave retired from full time employment in
January 2011, a retirement transitional project was needed, and now was a time to celebrate
our local motor cycle personality Canon Basil Davies. The SMCC was approached on the
subject of a Bexhill Ixion Run and a five year span was agreed. Why only five years? Dave’s
short attention span, and a feeling that events like this need an occasional injection of new
blood to keep fresh.
So 2015 will be the last Ixion Cavalcade with Dave as Secretary of the Meeting. If the event
is felt to be worthwhile and some interested soul out there would like to take up the reins for
2016, please contact Dave on 01424 211873, maggirose@hotmail.com, or talk to Baz about
the logistics. Dave and Maggi will give all support to any volunteer(s) and not interfere with
new ideas or formats, it will be your event, and if you wish to include us on the day or prior,
we will be only too pleased to assist.
It has been a privilege to meet all the riders from around the country, and we have made
many new friends from being involved with the running of the Ixion Cavalcade, local riders
and members of both the SMCC and VMCC have given their time willingly to this event and
we thank them all, (we still need you for 2015)!
I don’t know what the reality will be if a volunteer is not found from the SMCC membership,
but guess if no one comes forward, and a member from another club shows willing, the event
could be run under another banner. I think if we have not heard from an SMCC interested
party by the New Year of 2015, we could investigate offers from others.
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The present format has been set for the second Sunday in May, approximately 50 entries
for machines up to 1939. A 32 or 44 mile route followed by lunch in Ixion’s last church and the
presentation of awards around 2.00pm, but none of this is set in stone.
We leave it to you out there in Sunbeam land to consider, meanwhile see you at the Ixion
Cavalcade on Sunday 10th May 2015.

Shropshire Mid Week Break 2015

Bob Nix

This long standing and well supported event is now in the final planning stages with Bill
Orchard once again arranging the routes which have proved so enjoyable in past years.
The family run hotel which was the base for many of the earlier Shropshire’s has
changed hands but the new group ownership have chosen not to continue with the flexible
arrangements previously offered and best suited for the Club financially. Thankfully a suitable
replacement hotel has been settled which looks to be more than equal in standards and
facilities with slightly better rates than we had for 2014 – always good news!
The new venue for 2015 for those wishing to research the locality is:The Valley Hotel Best Western at Ironbridge, Telford TF8 7DW. www.thevalleyhotel.co.uk
Next year’s event will reflect the usual format, embracing three full riding days through an
area of outstanding country including many places of special interest. Dates for your diary
are: 11th to 15th May 2015; arriving for evening dinner on Monday 11th, riding on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, then departing after breakfast on Friday 15th May.
Hotel rates are £71 for a double room and £85 for single occupancy inclusive of bed,
breakfast and dinner each evening. Tariffs are per person per day.
Entrants can be reassured of full breakdown back-up with pick-up and return to the hotel
should more than roadside fettling be required. This facility will again be provided by Mike
Holloway - Thanks Mike!
Previous participants will be sent entry forms and regulations. New entrants wishing to give
this excellent event a try please contact Bob and Bev Nix, bnixmail@gmail.com 5, Larchwood
Rise, Knossington, OAKHAM. LE15 8LS. Tel: 0166 4454396. (Preferably before 9pm please).
Event entry details and regulations for downloading will also be posted on the Club website
calendar. Closing date for entries is Friday 12th December 2014.

Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly

Baz Staple

These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from
6pm.
6th November – A club member has suggested we advise the others of our recommended
specialist repairers, stockists etc. so that this can be of mutual advantage. We can also say, if
we wish, who not to use. Please bring your ideas and names, paper and pens will be provided.
4th December - A film show of two ground-up restorations by Baz on 8m/m film. The first is a
1914 Model 8B Matchless Vee-twin 1000cc from a long time ago; the other a 1946 MG TC.
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I see no reason to get sentimental if the Cavalcade does not continue, things come and go
and we achieved a small revival of interest in Ixion, the man who best recorded the history of
British motor cycling from its birth. Bexhill displays what must be one of very few ‘blue plaques’
publicly dedicated to a motor cyclist.

Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?



Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)

Last Month’s Cover Picture
Hi Julie,
You asked for some information regarding the picture of my bike on last month’s cover. I’m
afraid there’s not much of a story with the 1919 Triumph H, I purchased it from a dealer in
large worn out lumps in the early eighties from my then home county of Northamptonshire
long before I moved down to sunny Devon. I duly restored to a sparkling condition, and it’s
now slowly recovering to a condition that I much prefer. I believe from the registration number
that the machine started life in Yorkshire although I have no idea about its journey South,
perhaps one of the older members has memories of it with its quite distinctive reg. number
W7744, I would be pleased to hear of any info.
The bike has certainly lived up to and surpassed its Trusty reputation over the last 30 years
and will be the last to go from my collection as riding it still puts a beaming smile on my face
Dave Atterbury, new member.
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Obscure Makes : L.M.C.
Dear Julie,
I read with interest the article written by John Hodson regarding L.M.C. in issue 869 Club
News, but I must correct a couple of things he says.
Walter John Lloyd did not produce his machines before 1907 while he was still at
Quadrants. His first L.M.C. was made in 1907. Any machine produced before this date with
the name Lloyd on it was made by William Arthur Lloyd, who also made the Dreadnought (not
Oily Karslakes) and the Walco car. Also the 2¾ HP L.M.C. was not a Vee-twin but a vertical
twin with no fins, 62mm bore by 70mm stroke 422cc. In 1911 he lived in Hallewell Road, not
Hallewall Road, Birmingham.
As far as references go, Census and period magazines and catalogues are a pretty safe
bet but don’t take too much notice of what you read on the internet and some books. My old
Aunt used to say ‘there’s nothing lost in the telling’, how right she was.
I had the great pleasure of meeting WJ Lloyds grandson a couple of years ago, a real
gentleman, sadly no longer with us.
Regards, Eddie Keightley, Quadrant Marque Specialist, VMCC.
Dear Julie,
It was interesting to read John Hodson's article on this Birmingham make.
It seems W.J. Lloyd was busy with other things at the time. A look at the press for mid-1911
indicates that Royal Ruby were making their first foray into motorcycles with a very L.M.C.-like
'Cob' model, which was confirmed by the 'Blue 'Un' to have an L.M.C. engine. A 1912 L.M.C.
advert indicates that the similarities went further; both machines have the same leadinglink forks, both brakes operating on the rear pulley, the Auto-Varia pulley, and the general
arrangement is very similar. L.M.C. also listed the machine under the 'Cob' model 
October - November 2014
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name. Later on, W.J. Lloyd seems to have responded to the pleas in the contemporary press
for sturdy machines capable of handling the terrain and conditions overseas, devising the
pleasingly literally-named 'Overseas' machines.
The distinctive leading-link forks were substituted for the more conventional (but
undoubtedly tried and tested) Druids, and the general look of the machine owes much to the
later veteran-era L.M.C. machines.
Regards, Nick Smith
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Rudge Cover Shot
Dear Julie,
Brilliant, in fact absolutely brilliant, sums up the image of Paul Langridge hamming it up
for your photographer aboard his 1912 Rudge - ref: cover shot SCN 867. And it's scored on
another level too.
You, Julie, are far too young to remember that Paul's Rudge (NK 1984) was once owned
and proudly campaigned by the late Willy Wilshire - IoM Clubman TT rider, grass tracker, short
circuit racer, hill climber, racing motorcycle engineer, sponsor and more. Renowned for his
brown racing leathers and bumble bee helmet Willy had a great sense of fun.
Following a racing incident in the 1970s at a Midlands circuit Mr Wilshire was carted off to
the local hospital for a spot of observation. One can't be too careful with a gentleman in his
70s. Spotting a scoop, Motorcycle News sent a reporter hotfoot to Willy's bedside and happily
for us the newshound took the bait and asked 'why at his age he still raced?'
Unleashed and doubtless with a huge smile to match Paul Langridge's Mr Wilshire
responded to the effect: 'that's what the old age pension is for, and if you don't spend it on
methanol you shouldn't have it!' Just as your cover shot brightened my day I'm sure Willy
would have thought it tremendous fun. Happy days.
Best regards, Richard Rosenthal, N259
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Run for Veteran motorcycles from Dover to Paris
Hi Julie
In 1955 Gordon Little organised a run for Veteran motorcycles from Dover to Paris. I think it
took place immediately after the Pioneer Run, but I am not sure whether it was also organised
by the Sunbeam Club, but certainly Gordon seemed to be prominent in arranging it. Gordon
was a very well known figure in the Veteran motorcycle world at the time and rode his 1911
Triumph (AP 1740) all over Europe and competed in up to 50 events a year on it.
If you go
to www.YouTube.com and search for "Pioneer Run To Paris 1955" you will find a short period
film all about this event. The run started at Dover and passed through Boulogne and stopped
for the night at Beauvais before proceeding into Paris the following day and laying wreaths to
the dead of WW1 at L’Arc de Triomphe. It seems to have naturally taken small roads and the
run covered around 170 miles over two days and was well organised and was well supported
by both ESSO and local French organisations.
I wonder if the club and its members have any interest in repeating such an event in 2018
at the Centenary of the end of WW1?
Gordon Little's Triumph passed from Gordon to Geoff Morris and earlier this year Geoff
kindly passed it to me. My grandfather had owned AP 1740 from 1918 to c 1946 so it is
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lovely to have it back in the family.
It would be good to repeat the run of 1955 and I can’t think of a better time to do it than
2018.
Paul Gander, Midhurst, West Sussex paulg@go-faster.com 07776 140245
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Member Services

Baz Staple

A timely reminder of some of our club Services.
Pioneer Registrar John Waghorn, contact details inside front cover, for authentication of pre
1915 machines and issue of certificate of eligibility to enter the Sunbeam Pioneer Run®.
John can also supply the oval machine badges for authenticated veterans and deal with the
retention of original number plates with DVLA for all machines up to 1939.

Future of the SMCC
Dear Julie
I suspect many fellow riders have become disillusioned with developments within the
VMCC, for example the 25 year rule, as well as the current difficulties within the organisation.
For those who feel the time is right, can we encourage the committee to look again at how we
can welcome and educate those who are foundering in the wilderness into our ranks.
In my opinion the SMCC is the alternative club if you enjoy the challenges of pioneer and
vintage motor cycling. During these interesting times the SMCC could sweep up the debris
(or treasure) in a massive way with just a few minor but decisive changes. Certainly by
the side-lining of ‘Sunbeam’ in the clubs title, with greater accessibility to the club’s library,
a widening of the catchment into geographically located sections (more up North), and a
highlighting that riders with post vintage machines are welcome, as these machines are not so
expensive and could attract the younger rider. Controversial for the ‘die hards’ but let’s have
the ‘pro’s as well as the ‘cons’.
All this could come about if we make more of the club as an alternative for riders of genuine
historic motor cycles. I look forward to reading other members constructive views.
Regards
Dave Masters

Peter James insurance can offer agreed value insurance for a wide range of rider ages, no
discount but good value, quote Sunbeam MCC.
Morris Lubricants offer discounts to club members on purchases of their wide range of
products, plus a commission to the club. Contact via Sunbeam website or phone 01782
410391, quote SUN888. There is also a free advisory service on any lubrication issues.
Discount Ferry services – see club News adverts from Sport Travel Solutions and Nutt
Travel.
5% Discount for members from Vintage Tyre Supplies Ltd. (Ensign Motorcycle Tyres) for all
makes of tyres, both wired and beaded edge, including free delivery to mainland UK on orders
over £50. sales@vintagetyres.com or 01590 612261
RAC breakdown offer 50% discount on joining and 25% per annum thereafter via www.rac.
co.uk/join/benefits or 0800 096 6836 quoting Sunbeam MCC and EBS001. This breakdown
service will include car, bike and trailer, but does not include cover if the trailer fails or
measures over 18 feet.
All club regalia is available from Peter Donaldson, for contact details see inside front cover.

Annual General Meeting:

Romney Marsh Run
Dear Julie and Rick,
Barbara, myself and our friend Dave Higgins would like to thank yourselves and your
colleagues for a really great day, the very first Romney Marsh Run. Well planned routes, great
atmosphere plus very enjoyable pint and a ploughman’s lunch. Very imaginative cloth badge,
we’re looking forward to 2015.
Thanks,
Bob Stafford
WK Club Night
Just a short note to say how interesting and enjoyable it was to look through some of Roger
Beale's original 1930s motorcycle artwork at the Club night just gone. For someone with
no artistic abilities, it was fascinating to see, up close, the amount of detail in some of the
drawings: minutely-thin pen hatchings to build up a background in a highland landscape,
vigorous scratchboard work to replicate the stygian gloom of a forest at night (feebly lit
by a Joe Lucas product), and the way a few well-placed lines convey motion, speed and
excitement in some of the small cartoons of famous riders at equally-famous parts of the TT
Course. Some cracking cut-away technical drawings to pore over as well.

Saturday 7th March 2015

Ian McGill

The Annual General Meeting of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd. will be held on Saturday
7th March 2015 at the Peacock Lodge, Eastbourne Road, New Chapel, Surrey RH7 6HL.
Peacock Lodge is on the A22 road between the M25 and East Grinstead.
The meeting will commence at 2.00 pm sharp.
Any member may propose a resolution for consideration at the AGM, but any proposal must
be in writing, duly signed by the proposer and seconder and sent to the Hon: Secretary a
minimum of 30 days before the AGM. Contact details can be found on the inside front cover.
Proposers and seconders are required for all existing names that wish to stand, plus
nominations for any of these posts. The nominated person will need to submit in writing their
willingness to stand. Proposers of any persons for office or resolution will need to attend the
AGM otherwise their proposal will lapse.
All the above to the Hon: Secretary in writing by 24th January 2015 please.
Twenty-one days before the AGM, all members will receive a formal notice of the meeting,
the agenda and a financial statement.
Members are reminded that the Hon: Secretary will not be standing for re-election, having
been in post for fourteen years it is time to retire.
Ian D McGill, Hon. Secretary.

Many thanks to Roger for giving us the opportunity to see them first-hand.
Nick Smith, Member M810
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A Special Oude Klepper Parade

Chris Wright

Many readers will be familiar with the past reports of our annual adventures in Belgium in the
Oude Klepper Parade followed by tours of the memorials and war grave cemeteries around
Ypres and The Somme in France. Recognising the importance of this year as the centenary
of the start of the Great War, plans were made and preparations commenced as far back as
three years ago to make this year’s event very special in commemorating the huge losses of
life in the tragic events of 1914 to 1918. In late August the plans came to fruition with some 56
entrants together with friends and family members making their way to Ypres on Friday 22nd
August where they booked into the Novotel Hotel in the city centre. Bikes were then unloaded
from trailers and vans in pouring rain and booked into superb secure accommodation for
overnight storage in a nearby Technical Institute. Refreshments were available in the hotel but
the drivers’ day was far from finished as they then had to transfer their vehicles and trailers 70
km to De Haan on the Belgian coast North of Ostend. After arranging parking and registering
with their hotels for the following night they were transported back to Ypres by coach. Arriving
in Ypres in time for commencement of the evening meal in Novotel, a first course was served
after which the whole group made their way to The Menin Gate for The Last Post Ceremony.
The organisers of the Event, Ronald Florens, Johan Vandanbeele, Jaques Croos and
Richard Mummery joined several other groups to lay a wreath. Margaret Meinerzhagen and
Jennifer Wright in their WW1 nurses uniforms also laid a wreath during the programme. Upon
completion of this moving ceremony the party returned to Novotel for the remaining courses
of the evening meal which were spectacular in taste and presentation.

Sunday commenced with continuing good weather with the bikes on display outside the
Town Hall for the traditional Oude Klepper Parade with coffee and croissants to keep us going
until lunch. The Run followed the usual format with a route around the Polders taking in a
restaurant sit down lunch, an ice-cream stop, a drink and cake stop at Wenduine, another
seaside resort, and finally back to De Haan to display outside the Town Hall before again taking
the coach for the end of Rally dinner in the usual form of a hog roast. The dinner was followed
by the awards ceremony when an impressive range of specially commissioned trophies were
presented. All riders, passengers and helpers were given gift bags which included a bottle of
a specially brewed beer entitled “Passchendaele” as well as other souvenirs. The riders were
especially thrilled to receive a souvenir photograph taken of them on the presentation platform
at Ypres with the beautiful Cloth Hall in the background and also an illustrated history card
of their nominated WW1 serviceman. Congratulations and well deserved deep thanks were
recorded and offered to the organisers of these three days of events which were a resounding
success and enjoyed by all participants.
The following web page shows an interview of Richard Mummery by a local TV company
describing his mission with a picture of Margaret Meinerzhagen as his nurse passenger being
taken to the front.
www.focus-wtv.be/nieuws/juweeltjes-op-oude-klepper-parade-ieper
A film of Richard releasing the pigeons and his presentation before setting off on the run
can be viewed on youtube with the following reference.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NNHCwQYVvA

Saturday morning saw a welcome improvement in the weather and commenced with
retrieval of the bikes, fuelling up and making our way to Ypres city centre outside The Cloth
Hall in a fenced off area. Here the entrants and bikes were on display to tourists and residents
alike. At 11.00am the first bike given pride of place on the presentation platform belonged
to Gerard De Bruyne, the only person who had taken part in all 25 Klepper events since its
inception. Subsequent machines were launched in age order commencing with three Leon
Bollee machines of 1886 and 1887. A special feature of this year’s event was that each rider
had been asked to nominate and provide details of a person who took part in the Great
War for whom they were to ride in memory. Many were able to nominate family members,
grandfathers, uncles etc. I rode in memory of Graham Price, a gold medal trials rider and
member of a South London motorcycle club who purchased a new Douglas motorcycle and
volunteered as a despatch rider with The Royal Engineers at the outbreak of war. After a year
as a despatch rider he took a commission and joined the Royal Flying Corp. As a Second
Lieutenant Flying Officer and while acting as an observer he was killed in an air battle in
March 1916 over the front line between Dikkebus and Ypres. He is buried in Lijssenthoek
Military Cemetery near Poperinge.
As each entrant was presented on the platform, details were read out to the assembled
crowds of the rider and of the person in whose memory they were riding. Richard Mummery
chose to leave last as he had arrived with his despatch rider pigeon basket on his back
loaded with live pigeons. These were released to circle before flying back to their loft when
Richard was then presented and started on his run completing the ceremony in Ypres. The
route followed to De Haan was fully signed and utilising minor roads took us through some
very attractive countryside reaching Dixmuide where a delightful lunch had been arranged in
a restaurant beside a canal. After lunch the route continued to De Haan where the bikes were
lined up outside the Hotel Grand Belle Vue for display to the holiday makers in this delightful
resort. An evening meal was arranged in a sports hall a couple of kilometres away with return
transport provided by coach bringing the day to a very satisfactory conclusion.
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Sunbeam September Challenge 2014

Joy and Alec Thompson

Up early today for a flying start. Weather is looking good, ideal for old motorcycles. We go
round the route just to check no-one has dug up the roads, a common practice these days.
When we arrive at the start we have been beaten by local rider Brian Collier on his lovely
looking 1928 Sunbeam.
The ladies from the Beansheaf garage are soon into action and the air is filled with the smell
of fried bacon. One by one the lads all start to arrive and the car park is filling up. Joy shouts
out: ‘sign on first, then get your tea and butties’ an order not to be ignored. Lots of banter and
quips fill the air before the smell of bacon frying is gradually replaced by exhaust fumes from
our guest’s bikes.
Riding numbers all displayed the first machine is away. The crossing over the A170 is taken
very carefully. I did ask if anyone was doing the short morning route, only to be quickly told,
not for me we are here for the day. Well I did give them the option.
The garage forecourt is clearing pretty quickly now. Sadly we have two non-starters and no
matter what is done they will not start. Then two more return after only a very short distance
and join the other two as non-runners. Never before have we had a breakdown, never mind
non-starters.

A voice rings out from above the park, COME ON GET YOUR DINNER, Joy in action again.
Surprising how fast the park clears. We are joined for lunch by Roy Plummer (Sunbeam Club
vice chairman) and his good lady. What a fantastic meal Joy has organised, a sit-down lunch
of roast pork, Yorkshire pudding, vegetables and all the trimmings. Pete Freeman comes up
to us and says; good job there’s no pudding as we couldn’t manage it.
After the meal John and Yvonne hand out our two awards: to Kevin Hellowell with his 1912
New Hudson for Best Three-wheeler and to Tim Walker for Best Solo with his 1920 Duzmo.
There then followed a thank-you to everyone for coming and a thank-you to the golf club for
a marvellous lunch. Also a heartfelt thank-you to us from Tony Cowley on behalf of all.
The afternoon run back is a jaunt of a mere 14 miles. We gather up at the garage to
reminisce on a great day before eventually all start to depart homewards.
Another great day and we look forward to next year for the next Sunbeam September
Yorkshire Challenge.
Our thanks go to John and Yvonne Brandon, Carolyn and Debbie at the Beansheaf, Richard
and Danniella at Kirbymoorside golf club, everyone who entered and finally Jim Cunliffe for
kindly stepping in to be tail end Charlie.
Ps from Joy: A great bunch of lads and thanks for coming, and to end on a musical note:

We pack up at the start and Jim Cunliffe kindly offers his services as tail-end Charlie.
The route goes via Flamingo Land Zoo, Great Habton and onto Amotherby. We then pick
up the Helmsley road and travel the southern boundary of the Vale of Pickering. Through
Nunnington, Salton and onto Marton. From Marton the route meanders via Sinnington onto
Appleton over the moor roads to Hutton-le-Hole and then to Kirbymoorside golf club. Oh dear,
oh me, the mobile rings and another breakdown reported, thankfully Jim is there and the
wounded are trailered to the golf club. At the club an area was set aside for our use and it is
filled with bikes and riders discussing the route and their own day to date.

Kop Hill Climb: 20th/21st September

Baz Staple

The Kop Hill climb was instituted in 1910 but today is essentially a non-competitive run up a
half mile hill with sectors of one in five and one in four gradients. The revival of this event has
grown over the past six years and caters for cars and bikes with an emphasis on the older
vehicles and of sporting character. Sixty percent of entrants are pre-war.
It is a charity event which last year raised over £55,000. In 1910 sixty three motor cycles

Kevin Hellowell with his 1912 New Hudson: Best Three-wheeler
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gathered together with cars entering in the following years. The fastest climb was achieved in
1925 by Freddie Dixon on his 735cc Douglas and from that time racing was banned on public
roads. Dixon averaged 81mph, so what was his speed at the top?
For some years now this famous road is closed to all other traffic for the weekend and
entrants can “have a go” using the full road width and I witnessed and partook for the first
time and found the atmosphere electric and a definite adrenalin rush. Entrants can have two
runs up the hill on each day.
Thanks to sterling work by member Barry Brown he arranged a key point for our club
marquee facing the considerable row of motorcycle entrants. As usual John and Graham
Buckingham transported the club marquee and contents and set up a remarkable show with
some eight to ten fascinating bikes, five of which went up the hill. Some thirty members visited
the stand and it was a centre of great interest on both days to the crowd of enthusiasts and
we gladly enrolled seven new members.
Apart from the hill there are grandstands for the public to view the activity and in the
extended field opposite there is an enormous array of vehicles, specialist stands, a steam
roundabout and even a wall of death. Princes Risborough takes the event to its heart and after
the hill one returns through the town which is alive with friendly waving enthusiasts.
Why not give it a try next year; the organisers encourage motorcycle entrants since they
recognise that motorcyclists originated the event in 1910.

7th Constable Run – 14th September 2014

Martin Staple

What a fantastic riding day it was for this year’s 7th Constable Run at Monks Eleigh. You
should have been there; not too hot and not a drop of rain in sight! Riders were able to admire
the lovely Constable countryside at their own pace.
We were surprised that 17 of the 21 riders who took part were Sunbeam members, some
of which had travelled a fair distance to come to the event. The responses by the riders were
very positive, saying they enjoyed the route and how delicious the meals were at Corncraft Tea
Rooms. Although ploughmen’s were still available those that tried the roast beef appreciated
the change. A few riders who were unable to ride on the day still came to join us at lunchtime.

Baz Staple at The Constable Run on his Velocette. Photo Martin Staple.

Winner of the “Most Original Unrestored Machine” was Peter Slow on his 1928 Norton.
We would like to thank Corncraft Tea Rooms for doing us proud once again this year by
providing excellent food, Dave Mead for taking photos and for Recovery (thankfully he wasn’t
called upon) and most of all to those who and came and took part, without you it wouldn’t have
been such an enjoyable event.
If you would like to join us again, or even ride it for the first time, next year’s date for your
diary for the 8th Constable Run is Sunday 13th September 2015. We would love to see you.

The Story of the Pioneer Run 1930-2014

Baz Staple

This book, after two reprints is again sold-out and we are currently estimating the quantity for
a fourth and final reprint.
If anyone wishes to put their name down for a copy please advise Baz Staple, details in front
cover. The price will remain at £33 including p&p or £25 collection. Cheques made payable to
Sunbeam MCC Ltd. and the book will be available in November. What a splendid Christmas
present for him or her in the shed!
A fine line-up of machines at The Constable Run Photo Martin Staple
16
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Constable Run 2014

Dave and Maggi Masters

Shhhh – it’s a secret, or it felt like it. The Constable Run was attended by only 21 riders
through 50 miles of the most delightful countryside that makes the Cotswolds look like an
inner London suburb.
Don’t tell anyone, but southern Suffolk is not flat, it’s green and lush with interesting
gradients traversed by near pothole less lanes. The timbered and pargetted villages are
stunning, traffic is minimal and the locals wave and smile as you pass.
A fuss free start at 11:00am after a full English, when I say fuss free I mean we just started
engines as the mood took us and rode off. We returned after a relaxing and trouble-free ride
to a substantial ploughman’s lunch and unhurried après-ride. What a perfect way to spend
an early autumn Sunday. Congrats to Marion and Martin for the excellent run with good clear
route instructions that were easy to follow.
The secret is out now, so no excuse for missing next year’s run.

First Romney Marsh Run

Dave and Maggi Masters

What did we say about the Constable Run, good roads, lovely scenery,
and one not to be missed next year?
Well, a couple of weeks later we sampled Julie and Rick’s First
Romney Marsh Run which matched the Constable Run for roads and
views, and another not to be missed next year. We live only 20 miles
from Romney Marsh and ride it regularly, some of the lanes can be
heavily perforated, but Julie and Rick picked a truly inspired 50 mile
route over roads we had never encountered.
Over 40 entries including four ladies, 13 veterans and no machines made later than 1930,
the run started and finished at the fine Star Inn country pub in the village of St Mary in the
Marsh opposite the historically interesting Norman church, where Edith Nesbitt the creator
of ‘The Railway Children’ is buried. An idyllic setting for a run which barely touched anything
other than single track lanes. The ride was packed with interest and the introductory page of
the programme was well worth a study before the start at 11.00, full of Romney Marsh history.
Sunbeam weather remained with us all day and we returned to a pub lunch shared at tables
outside in the garden. A great event rounded off with prize giving with Jenny Staple presenting
the awards and replicas. The results were:
Most original unrestored machine (Len Heath Trophy): Brian Tompkins 1928 BSA L28.
Furthest travelled: Martin Staple, 1927 New Hudson.
Most admired veteran (Lightfoot Trophy): Tony Lloyd, 1914 Calthorpe.
Most admired vintage (Sunbeam 200 mile Trial Trophy): John Fuller with his 1926 AJS G6
TT Replica.
A brilliant end of season event for those riders and machines which the VMCC seems to be
moving away from.
Editor’s Note: With my organiser’s hat on, thanks must go to Les Mills for Clerk of the Course,
Jenny Staple and Avis Baxter for signing-on and coping with my ‘obscure’ numbering system,
Rick Parkington for Judging, my husband Rick Bailey for the break-down van (used twice),
Jenny Staple for presenting the prizes and everyone else who helped and took part in the run.
The only adverse comment I had was ‘Why haven’t you done this before?’ so see you next
year, last Sunday in September.
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Nick Pearce on his 1915 Indian Little Twin on the Romney Marsh Run. Photo Rob Smith

The Handy Hobart

Richard Rosenthal

In September 1909 Hobart Bird and Co Ltd of Coventry launched a new lightweight
motorcycle. Its 292cc MAG (Motosacoche, Acacias, Geneva) like engine was fired by a Bosch
magneto and B & B carburettor.
Standing out from the crowd thanks to its seemingly small 24 inch wheels, sales were sound
enough to encourage the maker to unveil a lady's model for women who preferred to ride in
long dresses and coats than breeches. The new Lady's Model Hobart weighing just 100lbs
was featured in the Motor Cycling on 28th June 1910, on page 180. And this is near identical
to the subject Handy Hobart which has the optional Armstrong 3-speed hub gear but missing
its bodywork.
Our Handy Hobart has a single figure frame number suggesting it’s an early example and
spent many years incomplete but on display in Murray's Motorcycle Museum, IoM. Sold on
about a decade ago it passed through several hands and its attractive early registration mark
was replaced by a ghastly three digit, three letter mark; later the incomplete lightweight was
bought, in 2010, by the late Dave Bickers from the North Walsham Motorcycle Museum.
Rapidly Dave (nicknamed locally as the Coddenham Flyer) fettled the machine into a
working motorcycle with help from Kevin Hellowell (01422 839736) who rebuilt the Armstrong
hub gear. During this activity Dave pitched up at our house with the Handy Hobart for us to
eyeball ................ and I fell for the ugly little brute. The following spring Dave's friend Chris
Ginn completed the 73rd Pioneer Run on it.
During the next winter and with many other projects including a lusty V-twin Bat in hand
David sold the Hobart to my son's business, Pete's Bikes. Now the do I, don't I quandary
reared its unwelcome head and with a nice pile of bikes in the garage, do I really need
another? Then the sound advice of an Australian friend, Chas Lipscombe, sprang to 
19
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mind, 'a man should never deny himself another motorcycle.'
We all do it don't we? A new toy in the cupboard and we have to fiddle with it. As you can all
imagine Mr Bickers had done a brilliant job of returning the Handy Hobart to the road, however
the fiddling was in this case of value as hub gears were a new experience. Peter's girlfriend
and new motorcyclist Rowena Smith spotted the Hobart and decided it ideal transport for the
Pioneer Run. Practising began with short runs to master the controls and soon Rowena was
circulating our favoured 20 mile test route.
Lining up at the 75+1 Pioneer Run Rowena swallowed a huge helping of butterflies and
fluffed the start. Embarrassment over, the Hobart fired and accompanied by Peter (1910
499cc Campion-JAP) and myself (1911 499cc Premier) was en route for Brighton. Working
as team Peter or I guided Rowena through the junctions, soon Tadworth and Burgh Heath
were behind Equipe Rosenthal and we were negotiating Reigate Hill. Past Gatwick Airport
then a circumnavigation of Crawley before crossing the motorway at Pease Pottage and onto
Handcross where a huge traffic snarl saw Peter and I pushing our single speeders through
the village.
After Handcross we fired up and a few miles later with thoughts of fish and chips on Brighton
seafront in mind I made the mistake of thinking 'brilliant Rowena, the job's a good-un.' Two
miles later a loud bang and the Hobart stopped, its rear tyre sporting a gaping split, probably
caused by a nearby errant length of jagged steel strip. Tyre foam is brilliant stuff, but ineffective
in this case. Changing the Hobart's rear tyre, if one had one, involving stripping the bike's rear
takes 2½ hours. Not wanting to expose an inexperienced rider to the joys of a grass stuffed
cover we phoned Dennis who pitched up 20 minutes later with the van. A disappointing end,
but Ro had covered 40 miles.

Rowena Smith, Richard Rosenthal and Pete Rosenthal at Tattenham Corner.
Photo Dennis Frost

Months later Rowena and I lined up the Hobart and Premier for the annual VMCC Banbury
Run. After seven easy miles through open countryside and by clusters of sandstone houses I
played my trump card and misread the route instructions. Instead of turning right by a pub and
then immediately left I led us up the steepest hill imaginable, unusual for me as I'm usually
sound where pubs are concerned.
The hill went up, and up and up. With hpa (heavy pedal assistance) the Premier just made
it but the little Hobart threw in the towel at the halfway mark. Eventually with both pushing it
too was up and luckily some thoughtful soul had provided a welcome park bench for wheezing
veteran motorcyclists to die on! Onwards we went until finally the penny dropped, we turned
round and later coasted down THAT HILL to rejoin the route after an eight mile detour.
Steadily cruising at 25 mph the Hobart gamely plugged on until we spotted across the fields
the roundabout near the Gaydon Museum start/finish site. Luckily no careless thoughts of
having the job beaten flooded to my mind and a few minutes later I crossed the finish line, but
had lost Rowena who was just ahead of me. That took real skill on my part! Later I spotted her
pushing down the slope to the museum grinning. 'The bike was going so well I turned left for
a lap of the car park.' Hmmmm! One last push start and the Hobart puttered across the line,
almost on schedule despite our diversion.
While we loaded the Pete's Bikes stall and motorcycles in the vans Rowena, on Peter's
suggestion, went to watch the awards ceremony in the Museum, and came back with the
greatest age difference between machine and rider award, The Drayton School Trophy. The
disappointment of not finishing the Pioneer Run evaporated and the Miss Smith/Hobart team
will try again next year.
Rowena with the Dayton Trophy, Banbury Run 2014
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West Kingsdown Club Night

Julie Diplock

George Smith organised another great
night at West Kingsdown Village Hall
on Monday 15th September, when
he arranged Roger Beale to bring his
magnificent collection of original pen and
ink drawings from the glory days of Motor
Cycling. Thanks go to Roger for allowing
us to see them, to the left is a pleasing
sketch of Romney Marsh.

Extension to DVLA Machine Dating Service

John Waghorn

As many members know, the Club is recognised by the DVLA as an organisation which can
provide dating for motorcycles, and I am the person who signs your forms when you are trying
to retrieve a registration number, or have an age-related number allocated when the original
has been lost. Up until now, this has been limited to pre-1915 bikes (the Veterans), indeed
this is what has been written in the Club’s information pack.
But this has now been opened up to cover all motorcycles up to and including 1939 models.
If you do need a machine registered, I will expect you to get the necessary forms from the
DVLA yourself. Fill them in and send them to me with a photo of each side of the machine and
photos of the engine and frame numbers. If you live within easy reach of me (Dartford, Kent),
it will be easier to let me see the motorcycle as there is a part of the form to fill in which asks
me to describe where and how the bike was inspected. My contact details are on the inside
front cover.

New Members

Peter Donaldson

Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:Craig Dixon (Yorkshire)
Edwin Keightley (Bedfordshire)
Jim Martin (Surrey)
Bart Van Nueten (Belgium)
George Rhodes (Oxfordshire)
Mike Thomas (Derbyshire)
Norbert Verwohlt (Germany)
Rob Woodford (Hertfordshire)

Please also welcome back into the fold Mrs Margaret Meinerzhagen,
our ‘First World War Nurse!’
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Peter Donaldson

Bike 1. It’s 1953, and my father, a long term motorcyclist was without one. He left the house
to buy a new BSA Bantam to ride to work on and returned with a new 197cc Francis-Barnett
with swinging arm rear suspension, Villiers 6E engine and three-speed box. I was 14 years old
and this became my first motorcycle. I was on it in the first week and could ride it whenever
he didn’t need it. We lived on a farm estate with several miles of private tarmac road. It was
fun, comfortable and a reliable put-put.

The Kent SMCC Club nights take place
at 8pm on the third Monday of the month;
the next is on Monday 20th October, then Monday 17th November. The venue is the newly
built West Kingsdown Village Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown (postcode TN15 6BZ, grid
reference O/S188 574 629), tea or coffee and biscuits provided, contact George on 01474
852960 with any queries. The hall is directly behind The Gamecock Pub.

Keith Clarke (Surrey)
Chris Harris (Sussex)
P.J Leah (Lincolnshire)
Simon Michaelides (Surrey)
Stuart Prime (Leicestershire)
Terry Scotchner (Somerset)
Christopher Tullett (Surrey)
Geoff Wheeler (Oxfordshire)

The Motorcycles That I Have Owned

Sunbeam Club News

Bike 2. I had reached 16 years and wanted my own motorcycle for the public highway. It
was the time of the Café Racers and the road death toll was high, No I couldn’t have one.
Further discussion and the battle was won. The first week in September I bought a 1939 BSA
C10 250cc side valve. It was an under-powered and unreliable lump, positively the worst
motorcycle I ever owned. It got me the ten miles to school most days and to my weekend job
in a garage to earn the money to run it. I passed my test on it.
Bike 3. Within six months my father had taken pity on me. The C10 went and along came a
1947 BSA B32 350cc. It looked great with alloy mudguards, a high level exhaust and a green
one-and-a-half gallon petrol tank and I also liked its wide range gearbox. Pushing it across
the school playground to the bicycle sheds and that voice we all feared boomed, “Donaldson”.
I put my pride and joy on its stand and went back to face the headmaster. “Why has your
motorcycle got a larger front wheel than the rear”? “I don’t know sir” “My office Monday
morning 11am with the answer”.
That evening I went to the garage where I worked to see the foreman who was a keen
motorcycling clubman. “It’s a Trials bike, that’s why”. ”What’s a Trials ‘bike?” I asked. “Come
to our Club tomorrow evening, we have a film show and there is sure to be a couple of Trials
films”. I did and had a ‘Road to Damascus’ experience. I joined the Greenwich Motorcycle
Club that evening but didn’t actually ride a Trial for another year. That BSA product was never
a popular Trials machine, even new it was too heavy and low, but great on the road in my
eyes.
The summer of my 17th year my father asked me if I would like to come home with him.
He had lived for over 60 years in Southern England, married and had a family there, but
Scotland was always home to him. “Yes” I said, but I knew there was a problem: he had
that little 2-stroke thing and I had a real ‘bike. He would want to take the Francis-Barnett;
he had already done the journey twice on it. I found a 1947 500cc Triumph Speed Twin in a
motorcycle shop near school, the F.B. went and the Triumph came! We left for Scotland in July
at stupid o’clock in the morning. This was 1956, no motorways, few by-passes and fewer dual
carriageways. We got on to the London North Circular and I stopped. Mistake, serious riding
you don’t stop at under 100 miles, thank goodness I’d had a tank from a road B31 fitted for
the journey. We had breakfast at Stamford, lunch at Scot’s Corner, tea at Penrith and supper
after dark at his sister’s house in Bonnybridge, the other side of Glasgow, over 400 miles in a
day. We returned in a day a fortnight later and the next year we repeated the exercise on the
same machines. However, that time, the Triumph gearbox ceased up eight miles from home
and I towed it that last bit of the day’s 400 odd mile journey, thank goodness for the wide range
gearbox!
So I took the B32 to watch Trials, I bent the frame jumping a jump on the back straight of the
Brands Hatch International Scrambles Course, on it got my only police summons ever - car
or motorcycle, it was brilliantly reliable and sold it when I joined the RAF in November 1958.
I should have kept it, Bill Brown of our Club has one the same now, and that’s the only other
iron barrelled B32 Trials that I have seen.
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Bike 4. Whilst still at school I did buy another machine, a 1937 500cc Rudge Ulster. Wonderful
engine, nice gear box, and fast but someone had grafted on a lightweight swinging arm unit
and at 70ish it would begin to weave. I sold the Rudge, but before getting the money the new
owner killed himself on it and I was in court. The motorcycle dealer who had sold it to me
in the first place and then found a purchaser for me employed a solicitor and “Agreed Price,
taken Delivery, therefore the motorcycle was the deceased’s property. The fact that he was
killed on it was sadly his lack of control in handling said machine, his fault and not my clients”.
Bike 5. Before this machine was purchased there was another meaningful discussion with
my father. I was buying an out-and-out Trials machine and Trials riders do not wear crash
helmets! He took my helmet, put it on and went out on his ‘bike for about ten minutes. Came
back, put helmet on the kitchen table and said “It’s up to you” and walked out of the room. So
the crash helmet went in a cupboard in the garage, and other than later scrambling, plus when
riding on RAF property, I never wore a helmet again until the law forced us to.

used hire purchase for a ‘bike or a car. I wanted to clear the debt after a year and Lombard
Banking insisted on the full interest as though borrowed for the full two year period. Just before
becoming Expert I rode the Sunbeam Novice Trial at the Isenhurst Estate at Cross in Hand,
near Heathfield, in Sussex. With over 200 entries and me under the Horsham Club banner,
I came third and won the Star Group Award. I had bought a set of bolt on direct lighting and
so even in mid-winter, distance was not a problem riding to and home from competing. When
I got called up it was the only ‘bike I kept hoping I would get home occasionally to compete.
Well, after Square Bashing and Trade Training I got posted to GCHQ at Cheltenham and
could get home every weekend for almost the next two years. Lots of riding and my fair share
of awards.

October 1957 and I bought a 1954 James Commando 197cc, a light machine with 7E
Villiers engine, wide ratio 4-speed gearbox, decent ground clearance, rigid rear and at that
time a very suitable first Trials machine. The machine was fitted with a form of direct lighting
and I rode it to all events and back home after. Trials as far afield from North Kent as the
Kent/Sussex coast and down into Hampshire. My first Trial was the Clifton Cup Trial run by
the Eltham Club on the second Sunday in December 1957. It started at Brands Hatch, after
sections there we rode up to Bourne Woods north of Swanley, across the A20 to Jackson’s
Farm and back to finish at Brands. As a novice I was riding the same sections exactly as
was the Works rider of the day, Gordon Jackson. I admit to losing more marks than him, but
safely. Put a raw novice on the best machines these days, and put him on the same route as
the Works Boys, and you would have a nasty hospital case. Some six months on, after many
Trials, I sold the James, which had been very reliable.
Bike 6. I bought a brand new 1958 197cc Greeves Scottish Trials ‘Bike. A quantum leap
forward and within a few months I was upgraded to Expert. This was the first and only time I

Peter Donaldson on bike 6: his Greeves Scottish.
To be continued.
Editors Note : Thanks for the article Peter, very interesting. I’d love to print more, anyone
else care to contribute? (You don’t have to include a picture of yourself pulling big wheelies!)

Obscure Makes: P.V. (Perry Vale)

John Hodson

George Elliston was a cycle maker based in Perry Vale in around 1910. He was joined by
Sidney Fell and from 1911 to 1924 they produced motor cycles trading as Elliston and Fell.
Up to 1914 they worked from 93 and 72 Perry Vale, a road in Forest Hill, south-east London,
before moving to Exchange Buildings also in Perry Vale.
P.V. produced their first motor cycles in 1910. In common with many manufacturers at
the time they bought in engines, carburetters, front forks and other fitments. However they
built their own frames to house them in. In 1910 they had obtained a patent for a spring rear
suspension, a very advanced feature for motor cycles at that time, and this was fitted to their
motor cycles. The motor cycles of 1911 were of single speed and direct belt drive; engines
used included JAP single cylinder or V-twin cylinders.

Peter Donaldson on bike 6: his Greeves Scottish.
24
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Left: Elliston and Fell’s shop
at 72 Perry Vale (thanks to
Steve Grindlay for providing
this image)

1924 P.V. Model K
The range developed between 1912 and 1914 with the introduction of gears by NSU (1912),
Armstrong (1913) and Sturmey Archer (1914). Engine sizes used ranged from a 500cc singlecylinder to a 976cc v-twin, all made by JAP of Tottenham.
A flat-twin engine model with an engine produced by ABC was available for 1914. After the
outbreak of WW1 it is possible that the company limited motor cycle production to a 269cc
two-stroke lightweight using the Villiers engine, with a two-speed countershaft gearbox.
However, the Red Book suggests that P.V. offered a range of single speed and three-speed

The year 1924 appears to be the last year of production as the tools and machinery of the
company were auctioned off in late 1924.
I am grateful to Nick Smith for providing most of the information contained in the article. Nick
would appreciate information on P.V. motor cycles. If you have any advertisements, articles or
pictures relevant to P.V. motor cycles please contact him (nick.smithgjrn@btinternet.com)

Right: 1924 P.V.
Model J with Barr
and Stroud engine

motor cycles with twin and single cylinder engines of 3½ hp to 6hp. In November 1916, the
Ministry of Munitions prohibited the production of all non-military motor cycles. However,
military records show that P.V. had been supplying the Royal Army Service Corps with motor
cycles prior to 1916 and they possibly continued to make machines for military use for the
duration of the WW1.
1924 P.V. Model K
After WWI P.V. continued with the lightweight 269cc bike in a revised form, and gradually
expanded the range of motor cycles available to include almost every size of engine, from
250cc two strokes, 350cc and 500cc four-stroke singles, and a range of v-twins from 500cc
up to 1000cc. JAP engines were mainly used, but engines by Bradshaw and Barr and Stroud
were also listed together with, for 1920 only, a 350cc Precision two-stroke and also a Stranger
two-stroke V-twin.

1924 P.V. 8 HP Model supplied with 986cc JAP engine or 1000cc Barr and
Stroud engine (only one or two of these were made)
References
Personal Communication, Nick Smith, September 2014.
Graces Guide. http://www.gracesguide.co.uk/category:motor cycles.
1913-1917 Motor, Marine and Aircraft Red Book: Motorcycles.
http://www.se23.com/forum/showthread.php?tid=1077

P.V. entered the Isle of Man TT Races in 1923 and 1924, with a 250cc machine taking part
in the Lightweight race of 1923, and finishing 12th. For 1924, a 350cc machine was entered in
the Junior TT, and was running in fourth place on the fourth lap (of six), before being ordered
to retire.
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NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055

Members Advertisements

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free
advertising does not included business advertising.
Do mention where you saw the advert when contacting advertisers.
WANTED
JAP 500 cc DOHC 4-cylinder inline engine to replace a similar engine in a bike frame, the
original engine having disappeared long ago. A complete engine would be ideal, but any
parts or information would help.
Dave Pittuck 01403 700658 email dpittuck@hotmail.com (West Sussex) 08/14

Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR

For a Royal Enfield 1913/14 3HP model 140 Vee-twin, to help complete rebuild: engine
double sprocket, slipping clutch assembly, foot brake and shoe assembly, rear stand, gear
chaincase cover, TT type handlebars or patterns to copy. Have some items to swap.
Dave Comber 01273 596101 (Sussex) or dcomber@btinternet.com. 08/14

SUNBEAM MEMBERS

SIDECAR wanted, to suit 1912 (Stuart Stellar) motorcycle. Ideally I would like to buy
complete but I will consider chassis and body separately. Any condition considered.
Brian Empsall, 01543 264 968 (Lichfield) or e-mail brian.empsall@btinternet.com 08/14
Gear change mechanism for an early (~1919) two speed Sturmey Archer countershaft
gearbox. John Hodson 01322 524567 (Kent) johnh587@googlemail.com 08/14
Carburettor for a Wall Auto Wheel, 1912-14 or thereabouts. The carburettor fitted into a
taper tube that went from an approx 16mm internal diameter (18mm outside diameter) right
angle bend, that ended in an approx 34.8mm (external thread size nut) that clamped the
inlet manifold into an opening on top of the head containing the valve. At least two Bowden
cables attached. Carol (Australia) dobbie6@gmail.com 06/14
1914 Triumph model C 550cc piston, with tapered gudgeon pin.
Julie Diplock, Kent. sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk or 01797 344277 04/14
FOR SALE
White & Poppe. 1905 427cc. A very original, unrestored veteran with good history back to
1907. Quite quick for a veteran and very reliable. Usually in the first six to arrive at Brighton.
Single speed, no clutch. Took part in the second Pioneer Run. Two owners in the last 64
years. Original number plate. Comes with most of spare engine and adjustable pulley etc.
£25,000. Better than money in the bank. Trying to reduce collection but could P/X Thruxton
Velocette or Vincent twin. Cash either way.
Alex Taylor 01235 553574 (Oxfordshire) alex.taylor574@btinternet.com 10/14
Velocette vintage three-speed gearbox £450 ono.
Baz Staple 01892 535671 (Kent) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com 10/14
1913 Rudge Whitworth Multi 750cc. Almost complete, comes with matching replicated
sidecar, finished in cream and green. Some spares included, £13,500 with a Pioneer
Certificate. Also, 1929 Rudge Whitworth Milk Truck with bottles, churn and measures. £440.
Mr Eastwick, 01903 241959 (West Sussex) 08/14
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Saddle: Browns pan-saddle small/medium, professionally recovered in brown leather. Suit
veteran, £360 ono.
Richard Mummery (Kent) sheila.mummery@sky.com 08/14
2014 Pioneer Run starter badges £3 each. 75th Pioneer Run celebration cast brasses £7.
Post & Packing included. Cheques payable to Sunbeam MCC and send to:
Ian D.McGill The Oaktree, 13 Victoria Road, Horley, Surrey RH6 9BN. 08/14

For Sale: Mabon Clutch
Remanufactured Mabon Clutches to suit 1914 Triumph Motorcycles
Brand new and professionally made by highly skilled engineer from a well tried
and tested design, plus some improvements on the original. Totally rust free
stainless steel construction throughout, with stainless multi-plates, modern
sealed bearings, brass and aluminium thrust washer to avoid damage to
adjustment screws. Key way taper to suit 1914 Triumph, can be machined to
suit other machines. As fitted to my 1914 Triumph 550cc, 4½hp and successfully
completed the recent Pioneer Run® to Brighton. Price £1590 each, no VAT.
For more details please contact Andrew MacLean
andrewmmaclean@gmail.com 01342 715088 West Sussex.

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED

We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com
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Gingerbeards Trial:

Saturday 30th August 2014

Peter Donaldson

The Sunbeam Club had a weekend of Trials on the Saturday 30th and Sunday 31st August
at ground down at Horsmonden in deepest Kent owned by Valerie Holloway, wife of Club
Member, Mike Holloway.
The Trial on the Saturday was called the Gingerbeards and was run over two routes. It
was open to all classes of ‘Bikes and to any adult rider from anywhere of any ability. Mike
Holloway was Clerk of the Course and I was Secretary of the Meeting. Saturday Trials are
not in themselves perhaps the most popular, because of people working or family shopping
etc. The thinking is that with the lovely spot for camping we could attract more people to stay
over for a second ride on the Sunday. We were satisfied to end up with 39 entrants, of which
more than 30 entrants, family, friends and officials stayed over.
Weather was somewhat overcast but just right for the riders. The going was just a bit dry
despite rain during the preceding week. We had two non-starters and seven retirees, so 30
riders completed the four laps each of ten sections. Competitors came from as far away as
the West of England, the Cotswolds and Norfolk. The ten sections that Mike had laid out
were deliberately on the easier side for both routes. However, Rob Fleet, the winner of the
Trial this year and last year, with zero marks lost, said of the more difficult route for post-1965
machines, “Easy, but I had to think in all the sections”. That from Rob is a compliment!
Graham Baylis won the more difficult Pre-1965 Route on zero points. Mick Whitehouse won
the easier Post-1965 Route and Mark Baldock tied with Mick Clarkson on the Pre-1965 easier
Route, all on nil marks lost. Was that too easy? No, not really, for bearing in mind what Rob
had said, and the fact that no one else was on zero, then Mike made a good job of gauging
that easy course. The best Sidecar was Paul Fishlock, with Debbie Murrell keeping the 3rd
wheel down, on five Marks lost.
My daughter, Margaret, (I would be lost without her), got stuck into the results with my lap
top and printer, sitting in the open at a table in the middle of a field, with a generator quietly
humming away in the background. She not only calculated the results, but, complete with
header sheets and the spread sheets of the rider’s results, printed them out. We delivered
them to all groups of people staying over. One rider was not at his encampment and I put them
on his bed. The next morning he came up to me and said that not only had he never before
had the full printed results delivered to him the evening of a Trial but to his bed took some
beating!
Many thanks to Margaret Donaldson and her daughter Alex Skidmore who manned the
sign on and results table. To Frank Skidmore who handled the table for observers and was
Trial Starter. Plus of course, very much, the observers, Dave Blanchard, Sue Blanchard, Mick
Baldock, Henry Bowdery, David Hamilton-Smith, Tony Lloyd, Tony Rout, Neil Sinclair, Len
West and Joan Westbrook.

The Greybeards Trial:

Sunday 31st August 2014

Peter Donaldson

The Greybeards Trial, run again at Horsmonden, used the same ten sections as the
Gingerbeards trial the previous day, plus five new ones. The trial was run over three laps of
15 sections and was open to anyone over the age of 40 years from anywhere, on any type
of Trials machine. The event had two routes through each section, an easier or harder route.
Mike Holloway was again Clerk of the Course and Peter Donaldson the Secretary of the
Meeting. The first ‘bikes were away at 10.30am. Weather was again overcast with no rain,
ideal dry conditions for a Trial at this particular location. There were 71 starters, over 20 more
than this event last year and they came from as wide an area as the previous day’s event.
With the entries, including two at 80 years, Mike again produced a course that was by modern
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We have just run two Trials and they were both a success, covered their costs well and are
reported elsewhere in this News. Our club member, Martin Bell, came down to Kent from
Gloucestershire to ride in both events. He has in past, at this time of the year, gone to ride
in the Isle of Man Two Day Trial. Martin recently retired and has been travelling and visiting
a good deal so hasn’t been riding regularly. He decided to have a change of scenery. He
brought his BSA B40 Trials bike and had a great time, looked like a Cheshire cat this year and
not a Manx one! I went down to stay with him a few years back and we rode the March Hare
Trial in Gloucestershire, without doubt one of the best Trials I ever rode in. Was pleased to
see he hasn’t lost too much of his abilities from those days! Any of the older Welsh Weekers
will remember Martin’s parents, Marjorie and Alan Bell who went there many times in the early
years of that event at Aberystwyth. Martin still has his father’s BSA Sloper and has threatened
to take it back to Wales.
The Southern Experts Trial is currently in the process of being handed over to the

Hook Woods Trials Club to run in the future. We have organised that Trial since 1931 but we
are no longer able to support it. The previous Sunbeam organiser of this event has retired
from the position after a number of years in which he did a very good job of putting this top
flight event back fair and square on the map. However, we as a Club have no one prepared
to take the challenge up and run with it. Sounds a sad admittance after all these years but this
is something that could happen to any event be it Trials, Veteran or Vintage. Events do not
run themselves, they need someone to be at the driving wheel and that person has to know
what they are at, and also have the drive and enthusiasm to make it work. Three posts in the
running of our Club have persons in the positions that have been there for a lot of years and
are now past their mid-70s, and I am one of them. I only hope that when we shortly wish, or
need, to stand down that there will be people prepared to take on the mantle.
The Dick Little British ‘Bike Trial which we dropped a few years back, is being incorporated
into a Trial run by the Talmag Club on 21st September this year and is referred to in the
heading of the event. This is something we hope to be able to enlarge upon in the future. I
will report on how it goes in the next News.
Next year we are running three Trials, the Gordon Jackson Trial as part of the Star Group
Championship on Sunday 8th February at Bagshot in Surrey. Followed by the Gingerbeards
on Saturday 29th August and the Greybeards (for over 40 year-old riders) on Sunday 30th
August, both at Horsmonden in Kent.
I was reading a paper called The Taxi recently and there was a report that the Ministry of
Transport recognises that traffic speed is now at a new low. In the City of London the daytime
average is now at 15.9 mph. In Central London the average speed has dropped in many
areas to below 10mph in daytime. The cities of Birmingham, Manchester, Bristol, Brighton and
Newcastle were singled out for day time average speeds of 10 - 15mph. Around London, in
rush hours, major local roads have dropped to averages of 25mph and motorways to 40mph.
With £24 billion being allocated to road building in the next six years and an increase 46%
predicted in traffic by 2040, the motorways speeds around London are anticipated to drop by
8% in the next 25 years. Food for thought and a call being made to Government to allocate
further funds to road building after a dearth of funding in recent years.
On the 17th August I was down at the Langmaid Trial at Burwash observing on section 13
in a well-attended event. There were three of our Club members riding. Chris Neville in the
over 50 year-old class and he lost only eight marks, four of them on my section. He came in a
very comfortable third in the Class. Plus Bernard Rodemark and Colin Hedges in the pre-1967
class, who unusually for both of them, retired with injuries, not serious thank goodness. I have
been booked to observe back at Burwash on Sunday 14th September and at Hungry Hill on
21st September and hope to see some of our lads riding. Why, all this observing and no sign
of riding? Well due to my problems with right leg I am still off the saddle.
Looking through the Sporting Motorcyclist I note that Paul Casling is comfortably in second
place in the under 250cc pre-1967 class in the Star Group Championship. In the South
Eastern Centre Trials Championship tables Paul is also second in the pre-67 class (for rear
sprung machinery). Both Mike Holloway and Bernard Rodemark feature in the Pre-67 Rigid
Class in second and fourth position respectively. Also note that though there are classes for
lady riders, that the attractive young Emma Morfett, (neither she nor her father are in our
Club), is riding against the men and leading the Non-Expert Class ahead of all the men. I
would imagine she will be upgraded to Intermediate next year; her father currently leads the
Expert Class in the Centre. With young Jenny Stephens, (also not in Sunbeam), who rides
the Intermediate Class already; we now have two young ladies in the Centre who can lead
the men around. I can’t remember the last time in this Centre that we were in such a position
and it bodes well for the future of the sport.
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standards fairly easy. However, with this Trial there is an age differential applied to the results,
a 40 year old loosing 30 marks before they start, and that reducing by a mark per year up to 70
years old, thereafter allocating a mark per year over 70 years of age, meaning that an 80 year
old started on a bonus of ten marks to be subtracted from the loss of marks on observation.
It all went very well and there were plenty of happy faces. Well, it all went well except that
two riders rode with their numbers from the previous day still on their machine instead of the
new number allocated for the Sunday. This gave us two duplicate numbers as we had those
same numbers on other ‘bikes. Then one of the riders, riding with his yesterday’s number,
in this case 66, saw another 66, had a brain storm and turned his number upside down and
then clashed with 99, which we had also allocated. Thus giving us three duplicate numbers,
which made it difficult for observers and really wound up poor old Margaret who had the job
of sorting it out for the results spread sheet.
The course proved to be just right with only one person getting round on nil marks lost on
observation, that being Chris Dark who at 61 years old lost nine on age and won the Griff
Hayes Cup for best twin shock machine, as he did last year. The Len Heath Cup for best
performance in the Trial went to Dave Radford on two marks lost (Dave was runner up last
year). Paul Edwards won the Phil Mellers Cup for best Pre-1965 four-stroke on 20 marks
lost. The Roy Enticknap Cup for best Pre-1965 2-stroke went to Paul Casling on 18 marks
lost (Paul won the overall event last year). Best competitor on the easier route went to Doug
Theobald on +4 marks (he was runner up in this Class last year). Oldest rider in the Trial
was Tony Going at 80 years old (Tony won this award last year). The sidecar award was a
tie with Paul Fishlock and Debbie Merrell in the chair and Neil Hannam with Barry Pocock as
passenger, both on 36 lost.
The results were calculated and declared before Margaret went home on the Sunday. All
results were printed and e-mailed or posted to competitors by middle afternoon on the
Monday. Well done Margaret!
We are indebted to all the officials who made the Trial happen.
Land Owner: Valerie Holloway; Clerk of the Course: Mike Holloway; Secretary of the Meeting:
Peter Donaldson with his team Margaret Donaldson and Alex Skidmore; for looking after
the Observers table and starting the competitors in the Event: Frank Skidmore; and those
wonderful observers, Dave Blanchard, Sue Blanchard, Chris Braddeley, Monte Bryant, Marge
Clarke, John Excell, Rob Fleet, Victor Hurst, Tony Lloyd, George Osbourne, Tony Rout, Neil
Sinclair, George Smith, Gary Wells and Len West.

Off The Saddle

Peter Donaldson
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2014/15
Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.
6th November

7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

Chiddingly,

Club
Only

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) tiarajane45@gmail.com

17th November

8:00 Club Night

West Kingsdown
Village Hall

Club
Only

4th December

7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

Chiddingly,

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) tiarajane45@gmail.com

15th December

8:00 Club Night

West Kingsdown
Village Hall

3rd January

Chairman’s Lunch

Burstow, Surrey

8th February

Gordon Jackson Trial

Bagshot, Hants

7th March

Annual General Meeting

New Chapel, Surrey

Closed to
Club

22nd March

76th Pioneer Run

Epsom to Brighton

Pre 1915

10th May

5th Ixion Cavalcade

Bexhill on Sea,
East Sussex

Pre 1940

Contact: Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com East Sussex

Contact: Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com East Sussex

Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact: Neil Sinclair (07885-660939) sinclairndlp@hotmail.co.uk
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact: Dave Masters (01424 211873) maggirose@hotmail.com

Club Only
Club
Only
Closed to
Club
Star Group

11th to 15th May Shropshire Mid-week

Church Stretton,
Shropshire

24th May

Conyboro Run

Chiddingly,
East Sussex

Contact: Ian Young (01453 810929)

7th June

Rose of the Shires

Stoke Bruerne,
Northants

20th to 27th June 32nd Welsh Week

Aberystwyth

12th July

29th Garden of England Run

Headcorn, Kent

Pre 1940

9th August

53rd Graham Walker Memorial Run Beaulieu, Hants

Pre 1940

29th August

Gingerbeards Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

Open

30th August

Greybeards Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

Open

13th September

8th Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1940

19th September

7th Sunbeam Sept Challenge

North Yorks

Pre 1931

27th September

2nd Romney Marsh Run

St Mary in the Marsh, Kent

Contact: Bob Nix (01664 454396) bnixmail@gmail.com
Contact: Charlie Smith (07802 468109)

Contact: Colin Bentham (01761 241516)

Contact: Tony Lloyd (01737 555413) aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com

Closed to
Club pre’40
Pre ’40
Girder Forks
Pre 1931
Closed to
Club pre ’40

Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com

Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk
Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk
Contact: Marian Johnson (01255-554828)
Contact: Alec Thompson (01751 431478)

Contact: Julie Diplock (01797 344277) sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk
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Romney Marsh Run

Rick Verbeeten aboard his 1907 Triumph

Jane and Ian Anderson with their TD Cross and Velocette machines.

Photos by Richard Barker

